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We consider the problem of estimating the number Y(s, s*) - Y(u- .xfi, x7) of 
integers in the interval between .x-.x0 and Y having no prime factor greater than 
I’. We study when one can guarantee V/(X. XI) - Y(.x - ufl, u”) > 0 for large .Y and 
when one can guarantee Y(.u, x’) - Y(.u - .x”. x’) 2 c(a. fl) .rfl for large Y, for some 
positive constant c(a. 8). In particular let j(a) be the infimum of the values of fi for 
which for all a, > a we have Y(.x, .?) - Y(u - sfl, .I-“) > 0 for sufliciently large X, 
and let f*(a) be the intimum of values of p for which for all a1 > a we have 
Y(.v, .+) - Y(u - .?. I”) > c(x,, /I) .xyp for some c(ct,, /I) > 0 for sufficiently large .x. 
We prove using an idea of Chebyshev that there exists a positive constant c such 
that, for O<a< 1. 
f*(a)< 1 -a-(.a(1 -a)! 
By combining an elementary extrapolation technique with an explicit construction 
valid for G(- ’ = 2, 3, 4 ,..., we show that for 0 <a < +, 
.f’(a)< I -2!X(l -2mq. 
We also prove results implying that for fixed a. /I and almost all x one has 
Y(.Y, x2) - Y(.Y - x”, xl) 2 (l/64) &J( I/X) .r;‘l, where p(t) is Dickman’s function. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Our motivation for the study of integers having no large prime factor 
arises from the factoring problem. The computational complexity of the 
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problem of factoring a general integer N has received a great deal of atten- 
tion recently due to its relation to the security of certain public key cryp- 
tosystems [20]. The fastest known factoring algorithms are all based on 
producing numbers k all of whose prime factors are small which have cer- 
tain special properties. For example, the continued fraction method [ 151, 
Dixon’s algorithm [3], and the quadratic sieve algorithm [ 191 are based 
on finding solutions x to congruences .Y’ z k (mod N), where k ranges over 
a large multiplicatively independent set of numbers all of whose prime 
factors are smaller than a bound L’ where L = exp(Jlog N log log N), for 
various constants c 3 1. The Schnorr-Lenstra factoring algorithm [22] 
depends on finding a small integer .Y for which the class number 
k(Q(,TNs))=k h as all its prime factors smaller than L3 ‘. Lenstra’s 
elliptic curve factorization method [ 131 requires finding an elliptic curve E 
such that the number E(N) of points on E (mod N) has all its prime factors 
smaller than L’+‘. Finally, a factoring algorithm sketched by Miller 1141 
is based on finding many multiplicatively independent solutions to con- 
gruences k, = k, (mod N), where k, and k2 are distinct numbers all of 
whose prime factors are smaller than L’” for a constant co. The perfor- 
mance of several of these algorithms has been studied using both the 
measures of average case running time and worst-case running time. Dixon 
[3] analyzed a prohahilistic factoring algorithm and proved that it would 
find a nontrivial factor of a composite number N using O( L’+‘.) operations 
on average. A number of authors [ 13, l&21,22] have given reasonable 
heuristics suggesting that the worst-case asymptotic computational com- 
plexity of several deterministic factoring algorithms of the types just men- 
tioned is O(L’ ) for various c with 1 d L’ 6 2, but no such result has ever 
been rigorously proved. In fact the best unconditional worst-case com- 
plexity bound for factoring integers is an O(N’ ‘+’ ) bound due to Pollard 
[ 171. The main obstacle to improved computational complexity analyses 
of these and other factoring algorithms, in both a worst case and a 
probabilistic sense, is the lack of rigorously analyzable fast ways to find 
numbers all of whose prime factors are small having desired special proper- 
ties. Of the algorithms mentioned so far, the one that seems to offer the 
most hope for possible improved worst-case analysis is that of Miller, using 
the idea of finding many pairs (k, k + N) in which both k and k + N have 
only small prime factors by searching all numbers k in a short interval. 
This motivates the study of the simpler problem examined in this paper, the 
distribution in short intervals of numbers having no large prime factors, 
and in particular the problem of bounding the gaps between successive 
integers having no large prime factor. 
We now establish definitions and notation. Let P,(m) denote the largest 
prime factor of the positive integer m. Let Y(.u, ~1) be the number of 
integers m whose largest prime factor satisfies P, (nr) < F. We study the 
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situation where y = x5( for a constant 0 < cx < 1. We are interested in the 
questions of when there is at least one such number in a short interval and 
when there is a positive proportion of them. With this in mind we define 
.f(a) = inf{ p: F or each ~1, > E, Y(x, x”‘) - Iu(x - .xp, Y’) > 0 for 
all smliciently large ?c 2 xO(c(, , B)}. 
.f*(~) = infib: For each ~1, > tl there is a constant c(tli, fl) > 0 
such that Y(x, s”) - ul(s - x0, x”‘) > c(c(r , fi) x8 
for all sufliciently large .Y 3 ,~~(a,, p) >. 
It is immediate that these functions have the following properties: 
(I) o<.f(a)<f*(a)< 1. 
(II) The functions ,f; f * are non-increasing. 
(III) f(cc) and .f*(cr) are continuous on the right, i.e., f(a)= 
lim,, 1 .(a 1 ). 
The rather cumbersome definitions off(a) andf*(a) were chosen to ensure 
the right-continuity property (III ). 
The asymptotic behavior of Y(.x, s’) is described by the following well- 
known result. 
THEOREM 0. For -fixed a we hazre 
Y(x, x2) = .rp( l/a){ 1 + O( l/log x)>, 
where p is the Dickman ,function, defined by the dgferential-difference 
equation 
P(P) = 1 .for O<p< 1, 
W'(P)= -I+- 1) for ~'1, 
p continuous on (0, cx). 
For a proof of Theorem 0 and properties of p(p) see, for example, [2]. In 
view of Theorem 0 it is natural to expect 
Conjecture 1. For any fixed positive a, /I’ 
Y(x, x2) - Y(x - xp, 2) - p( l/a) .I+ 
From Conjecture 1 immediately follows: 
Conjecture 2. f(a) and f *(a) are identicaily zero. 
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Hildebrand [9] has proved that the asymptotic formula 
!P(x, x”) - vl(x - XB, x”) - p( l/et) xfl 
is valid when /J > 1 - &a. In this paper we will be concerned with smaller 
values of b where the asymptotic formula is not known to hold. 
In Section 2 we study the functionf*(cc). For large values of LX we prove 
the following result. 
THEOREM 1. There exists a positive constant c-2 such that for i < a 6 1 
ttle have 
,f*(cr),<l -a-$(1 -c()3. 
We then prove the following result valid for small values of CL. 
THEOREM 2. There exists a positive constant c: such that for 0 <a < a 
we have 
f*(a)< l-(1 +cT))cL 
Both of these results are proved starting from a familiar idea of 
Chebyshev. The first theorem uses a result of Jutila [12] which in turn 
requires Vinogradov and van der Corput estimates for exponential sums 
and ideas of Ramachandra. The second theorem is derived from the first 
using iteration and a Buchstab identity. Combining Theorems 1 and 2 gives 
,f*(a)< 1 -sr-cia(l -X)j 
for 0 6 a 6 1, where cf = min(c,*, CT). 
In Section 3 we turn to bounds for f(a). We first note that upper bounds 
for ,f( a) give upper bounds for f (a, ) for all a, < a, by an easy argument due 
to Balog and Sarkozy [l]. 
THEOREM 3. For 0 < I < 1 M’e have 
f(Aa) < A,(M) + 1 -A. 
We obtain an explicit bound for,f(a) for small a by a construction. 
THEOREM 4. Let r 2 2 be an integer. There exist positive constants 
(‘1 . (‘2 ,..., cr ~. , and d, depending only on r, such that if S, is the set of those 
integers of the form 
s=(.x-a,)(~--aa,) . ..(~~-a~-.)(X+~~'Y;), (1.1) 
i= I 
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where x, a, ,..., a,- , are integers subject to 
}a,1 d qx”*‘, j= I,..., r- 1, 
then S, has the property that ,for any N there exists an s in S, with 
,,<s-N<dd.u’-“+‘/“-’ \ \ (1.2) 





r r r2”- ” 
The case r = 2 of this result has been discovered independently by Balog 
and Sarkijzy [ 11. Note that the set S, has O,(N”‘- ‘:“‘-I) elements in the 
interval [ 1, N] so that (1.2) implies the elements in S, are well spaced. An 
examination of the proof shows that for large N, one may take cj= r’/*, 
1 < j< r - 1, and d = 2r; actually one may do somewhat better. The result 
of Theorem 4 when combined with Theorem 3 gives, for all cx < 4, 
,f(u) < 1 - 2sr( 1 - 2 q. (1.3) 
It is worth noting that for $ < a < 1 we do not obtain any better bound 
for ,f(a) than the bound for f *(cz) given in Theorems I and 2. 
In Section 4 we obtain lower bounds for vl(.u + Z, 1’) - Vr(x, -v) which are 
valid when we exclude a small exceptional set of “bad” X. By a simple 
modification of an argument of Motohashi [16] we obtain the following 
two results. The first result is valid in the range fl< a and asserts that for 
almost all .Y the interval from .Y to .Y+ .Y/’ contains at least a positive 
proportion of the expected number p( l/x) .u/’ of integers with no prime 
factors exceeding 9. 
THEOREM 5. Let ‘1, fi be fixed with 0 < /I < a < 1. Then for any fixed 
E > 0 there is a positive constant C(E, a, /I) such that the exceptional set of 
integers m with 1 6 m <x such that 
(1.4) 
has cardinality at most C(E, ~1, b) x exp( - (log x)‘j3-‘). 
Our second result is a stronger bound valid in the remaining range p > a, 
which also allows ~1, /I -+ 0 slowly as x -+ co. 
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THEOREM 6. For any,fi.ued E > 0 there is a positive constant C(E) such that 
un~fbrmly ,for all (x, I’, :) ,for ichich 
y>exp((logx)5’6+2) 
z 3 y exp((log ~)l’~) 
the exceptional set qf integers m with 1 6 m < .Y for which 
Y(m + :, y)- YU(m, y)<$jp 
log .Y 
( ) logvz 
(1.5) 
has cardinalit?) at most c(~) .Y exp( - t(log x)“~). 
The bound ~‘3 exp((log x)“~+‘) seems to be the present limit of 
Motohashi’s method in this application. 
Pomerance has informed us that Theorem 6 can be applied to the com- 
plexity analysis of a new probabilistic factoring algorithm which combines 
Dixon’s algorithm with Lenstra’s elliptic curve factoring algorithm. This 
new algorithm for factoring N has expected running time O(Ld”“), where 
L = exp(Jlog N log log N) (see [19a]). 
Finally we remark that several authors have obtained non-trivial upper 
bounds for ul(.u, s’) - vl(s - .@, 9’) provided p 3 a. An argument of Erdijs 
and Turk [S, Lemma 2.11 gives the bound 
Y(s, x’) - Y(.K - .K’$, 2) <; 2 + con(xY). 
Hildebrand [S, Theorem 31 obtains a general upper bound for 
V/(.K + :, ~1) - Y(x, ~1) which yields the sharper bound 
An upper bound of similar strength to this can also be obtained using the 
method of Friedlander 161. Further upper bounds are given in Hildebrand 
and Tenenbaum [lo]. 
We remark that some of our arguments can be carried over to the 
analogous problem where “short interval” is replaced by “short arithmetic 
progression.” 
The proofs in Sections 2, 3, and 4 can be read independently of each 
other. 
2. POSITIVE PROPORTION OF INTEGERS WITH No LARGE PRIME FACTOR 
We shall derive Theorem 1 as a consequence of the following stronger 
result. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let E > 0 be given. Then there exisl absolute positive con- 
stants c,,, c, such that for any E, with 0 <E, < +E the bound 
Y(x, y)- Y(x-z, .V)>E,Z 
holds uniformlv,for all y and z such that 
(1) )’ = .v M’hh 4 + E < tl< 1 
(2) J”>x- ‘O(I -~w~/~og.~)J+2~I exp(c,(log logx)‘) 
provided x > x0( E , ) is sufficiently large. 
Theorem 1 follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 by choosing E = $ and 
letting 6, + 0. 
Proof of Theorem 2. I. Define c( = (log y/log x), so that y=x’. We 
suppose throughout the proof that (Y 3 f + E. We start from Chebyshev’s 
identity 
which implies that 
(z + 1) log 9 >, c log p /?<,. w3 (2.2) 




z(logM~+O(l))- 2 logp 
p-( I,’ (-I;1 - k-3) 
+,$, log P([j-[y]). (2.4) 
Now if we suppose 
Y(x, y)- Y(.r-2, Y)<&,Z (2.5) 
the right side of (2.4) becomes large. For since more than (1 - E,) -7 integers 
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We will show this contradicts (2.4) when we choose w  = X’ ~’ + “la and : is 
large enough. (The condition 0 -=c E, < fs and c( 3 f+ E implies that this 
choice of w  has M’ 6 ?: so that (2.4) is valid.) Substituting y = xX, 
\I’ = x ’ X+“.‘z and (2.6) into (2.4) we obtain 
This inequality cannot hold provided z is chosen large enough that 
(2.8) 
We estimate the sum on the left side of (2.8) using the following result, 
which is essentially a consequence of a result of Jutila [ 121. 
LEMMA 2.2. There are positive absolute constants cl, c, such that ,for all 
s and all ~1 with 1 < w  d .Y the sum 
IS(.K, w)I d (‘?(M I -cZllogw,logrI’+ )py- Ii2 ) exp(c,(log log w)‘)(log x)*. (2.9) 
We defer the proof of this lemma. 
To apply Lemma 2.2, we observe that the conditions CI> ;+E and 
O<c, <f~ imply that M’=x” with b=1-~(+2e,ad$ In the range 
1 d H’ 6 .K”’ the inequality (2.9) simplifies since 
so using Lemma 2.2 with w  = X” implies 
where co = min(cz, I ) and c, = 2c,. Thus if we choose 
- > K~(’  /. P”P’exp(c,(log log x)*) (2.11) 
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then (2.10) implies (2.8) holds and so (2.7) is false for sufficiently large 
x > x0(&, ). This contradiction shows that 
must then hold. 
Y(x, 1’)- Yqx-2, ?)>&,2 
To finish the proof, we show that 
1’2 > x 1 -“o(I -~~~~~/~~g~l~+2~l exp(c,(log log x)‘) 
implies that (2.11) holds. Indeed (2.12) is equivalent to 
->.K’ -’ 10”~‘)‘+2c~e~p(~,(loglog.~)‘) -/ 
and this implies that (2.11) follows from 
/I(1 -cop’,= 1 -cr+2&,C(-c0(l -a+2&,CL)3 
6 1 -cl-c,(l -cc)‘+2&,. 
This proves Theorem 2.1, modulo proving Lemma 2.2. 1 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
Proqf of Lemma 2.2. The main step in this proof is supplied by a result 
of Jutila [ 12, Theorem 23 which asserts that there are absolute constants 
(‘4, c5 > 0 such that for 2 < MI 6 X, 
6 (w I 4~ogxk?3Y)~ + )-1 73’2.~y ‘12) exp(c,(log log w)‘). (2.14) 
Now we earlier defined 
S(x, w) = C e -Y 
0 P 
1% P. (2.15) 
p < II 
By partial summation we obtain from (2.14) that 
lqu, )r)I < qM’l -~4(~og~mw)2 + w”~x-“~) exp(c,(log log w)2)(log x). 
(2.16) 
We also have the trivial estimate 
(2.17) 
the last inequality following from 
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Now we combine sums of the form (2.15) into Fourier series 
approximating the function {x/p} - l/2. We use the following result [7, 
Lemma 21, which embodies an idea of Vinogradov. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. For any A with 0 < A < 4 there exist complex Fourier 
coefficients {cc,,,(A): --ccl<m<~~, m#O) and {/?,(A): --a3<m<x, 
m #O> depending on A such that 
-A+ c r,,(A)e(mt)<t-[t]-fdA+ c fl,(A)e(mt) (2.18) 
m # 0 iri z 0 
for - 00 < t < co with t not an integer, and these coefficients satisjj~ the 
bounds 
‘. (2.19) 
Applying Proposition 2.3 and (2.16), we obtain 
c ({f)-i)logp< 1 Alogp+ 1 B,(A) c e(y)logp+(log.x)’ 
p c II’ p < II 1,1 +0 p < II 
< 2 Aw + c p,,(A) S(xm, w) + (log x)‘, (2.20) 
I>, f 0 
where the (log x)’ term arises from the at most log .Y terms p having pi-v, 
where x/p E Z. Now we choose A = x ‘,’ and obtain using (2.16) and (2.19) 
that 
using 
We also have the estimate 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
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obtained using (2.17) and (2.19). Combining (2.21) and (2.22) with (2.20) 
gives 
< 2c,( M’I (I!4 )<~4(logn/log x)2 + )t’3/2.y ‘j2) exp(c,(log log u)‘)(log x)“. 
Starting from the other inequality in (2.18) leads similarly to 
J,,.(i;}-l)logp 
3 - 2c,(u 1 ~11;4)~4(logl~!IogrlL + 1,J/2my- I/2) exp(c,(log log u,)2)(log $ 
which proves the lemma with c? = $c4, c3 = max(c,, 2c,). 1 
We shall derive Theorem 2 from two other stronger results. First, we 
directly extend Theorem 2.1 to a larger range of J. 
THEOREM 2.4. There exist positive absolute constants q and c: with ye < t 
such that 
holds umformly for all ~1 and z such that 
(1) y=x” M’ith $-q<a< 1 -q 
(2) yz>.v’-‘1. 
for all sujficiently large x. 
Proof qf Theorem 2.4. It suffices to prove the result in the restricted 
range J = .Y’ with 4 - ye 6 c1< 5 + v] since the result then follows for the larger 
range using Theorem 2.1 with E = 9, after possibly decreasing the 
constant cf. 
We start from the Chebyshev inequality (2.2) written as 
zlogx3 (2.23) 
We choose u’ = .x’~~ + VJ for a small constant q,, to be determined. Then using 
Lemma 2.2 we obtain for all P 6 x”’ + q0 that 
ZL, (El-El) log p 
= z(log v + c8 + o( 1)) + 0(x’ exp(c,(log log x)‘)) (2.24) 
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where y = (i + qO) (1 - c,(f + r],)’ + 2~~). We now choose q0 < 1 and s1 suf- 
ficiently small that y < 4 - qO, e.g. take q0 d &co and F, 6 $qO. Then (2.24) 
implies 
We will need the 
FACT. For $ - qO < a < fi < $+ qO and z > x’/2-qo, the number of integers 
in [x - Z, x] having a prime factor p with .Y’ < p < xp is at most 
(1 +&)log 5 z. 
0 
,for x 2 xO(.5). 
To prove the fact, observe that this number is 
(/I- x)logY 
GE 1 
/=o crlogx+j (‘,,~,<,4~,,+,.~,([~1-[’ I) log P 
and using (2.25) we obtain 
t/i-?llog.r 
c ( 
1 Nb ) (1+0(l)) i=o tl log .Y + j 
G (1 + 41 )I WBl~) 
as .Y + co. This proves the fact. 
Now choose 4 = iv0 and suppose that 
!P(x, y- qx-z, Y)<EIZ 
for some y&x I’* Pq Then at least ( 1 -a,) z of the integers in (x-z, x] . 
have a prime factor 2 y, and, using the Fact, we conclude that at least 
(I -2~~ - log(++qo/J-q)) z integers in (x-z, x] have a prime factor 
> u’ = x’j2 + lo. This implies that 
Substituting this and (2.24) with D = w  = x”~ + q” into (2.23), we obtain 
AZ log x 3 cg(z + ,Y”~ - ‘lo), 
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for some positive constant cg, where 




We obtain a contradiction if A < 0 and z 3 .x’/’ - ?O. Now since 9 = iv0 we 
have 
which with (2.26) and E, = a q. yields 
A d - $10 + WV;). 




Finally the condition 
together with (2.28) 
yI=$rlo<$. 1 
z 2 x I;2 ~ ‘,,, (2.27) 
Y(x, y) - Y(x - :, y) > rj= 
implies that (2.27) holds, since q= $qo. Note 
Second, using a Buchstab identity we extend Theorem 2.1 to cover y = .Y’ 
for all [r > 0. The basic iteration step is given by the following result. 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose that there are positive constants ao, Ed, co, 6, and _ 
x0 such that q, < f and 
Q7-G Y )- Y(x-2, y)>c,z 
whenever 
(i) y=x” wifh /?E[aO(l 
(ii) yz>,y' -ha0 
- &o)r sol, 
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und .Y 3 x0 is sufficiently large. Then for CI, = txO/( 1 + a,), E, = &-E,,, c’, = 
&,cO there exists a bound x, depending on x0 and Q, such that 
Y(.K, y)- Y/(-Y-z, y)>c,r 
(i*) J=.Y” with BE [z,(l -c,), a,], 
(ii*) _ vz>eKl 6zl+fl 
and .Y > x, is mfficientf~~ large. 
Pro@: We use the Buchstab identity 
u/(x, y) - Y(.r - 2. y) = 1 ,.,,(!J$P)-Y’(7.p)) (2.29) 
to infer that 
Y(.Y, y)- Y(s-:, .v)> ,,;< I, ( Y(;. pj- (7, P)). (2.30) 
. . 
We will apply this inequality with ~1, = JV’ ‘?, where E* will be chosen 
suitably later. We suppose that (i*), (ii*) hold for the triple (x, y, 2). We 
claim that for c~=&,c, that (i), (ii) hold for all triples (x/p, p, z/p) with 
j” ” < p < J’. 
Supposing this claim to be true (2.29) gives for .Y 3 x0 that 






we obtain from (2.31) that 
Y(,K, y)- Y(x-2, J’)bC, lo& +0(l) z. (2.32) 
2 > 
Since log l/( 1 -G) > E-) this implies that for sufficiently large x 2 xl(cO, x0) 
Y(.K, y) - Y(.Y - 2, y) > &?CO = CIZ. 
the desired conclusion. 
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It remains to prove the claim. Set y = ~8, p = x’, and observe since 
4’ ‘-E2<p6y that 
b(l-E*)<Y<fi (2.33) 
and (i*) gives 
a,(1 -&,)(I -E*)GY6cc,. 
Now define (2, j, 5) E (x/p, p, z/p) and observe 2 = x’ ~ ;‘, .i; = .Y;’ = F’( - ?‘, 
and (2.33) implies that 
a1(1-E1)(l--E2) 7~ al <-<-----=a 
I-a,(l--E,)(l-E2) 1-Y 1-N) O’ 
(2.34) 
We simplify this by observing that 
1 M’ 
-----a- 
l -aw 1 - s1 
when O<a6$,06M’<l. (2.35) 
(Check that 
U’ a --- = 
l-a 
-‘$+-($--I)<0 
(1 -aw)’ 1 --sl 
for O< M’< 1 and that equality holds for N’= 1.) Then (2.34) and (2.35) 
together imply that 
(1 -a,)‘(1 -EZ)‘aO. (2.36) 
Hence (i) will hold for (Z, j, 5) provided that 
(1 -E$(l -&#a 1 -&g. (2.37) 
Our choice of E, 6 &co, c2 d&co guarantees (2.37) is valid for 0 6 co 6 f, 
hence (i) holds. To verify (ii) holds, we calculate using (ii*) that 
641 25 3-2 
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using the facts that 
and that /3 - 11 d sZfl d E*. This shows (ii) holds for (a, 3, 5) and the claim is 
proved. 1 
Now we combine the last two theorems to prove Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Theorem 2.4 implies that if CT = q/( 1 - FJ) > 0 then 
f(a)< 1 -(l +c:)a; +-q<a<1-q. 
Since q < $ this includes the region o! E [t, $1. Now suppose we are given a 
and that l/(k + 1) < CI < l/k for some k 2 2. The map T(x) = x/( 1 -x) has 
the property that it maps [ l/(j+ 1 ), l/j) onto [ llj l/(j- 1)). Hence 
T’“-“(a) E [f, 4) and T’/‘-“(a) E [i, 1) and at least one of these iterates 
falls in the open interval (i-q, 1 -q). Suppose it is c(,, = T’kPz)(~). Now 
U(x) =x/( 1 +x) has U-’ = T so that U”-‘)(~,) = CL. Now by Theorem 2.4 
the hypothesis of Theorem 2.5 holds starting with the interval 
Cao(l -&oh cfol, co = CT, 6 = c:, and some x0. Apply Theorem 2.5 recur- 
sively k-2 times to conclude that 
P(x, y)-Yq.K-z, y)>C,(&o)z 
holds whenever 
(i*) y=.u” with SE [a(1 -E*), a] 
(ii*) ~jr3-y’ -Cj2+l:** 
for sulliciently large x, where E* = (&)“-‘so and E** = h( 1 - ($)“-‘) so. A 
similar argument applies when &o = T’ ‘-‘)(a) lies in (f-q, 1-q) and 
implies the same result. Taking y = x’, z =x1 (I +‘i)‘+‘** we conclude 
,f*(z)dl-(l+c:)cc+&**. Letting so -+O implies that f*(a)< 
l-(1 +c::)cc. 1 
3. EXISTENCE OF INTEGERS WITH No LARGE PRIME FACTOR 
Theorems 1 and 2 imply that f(tx) < 1 - cc. This can be proved directly by 
noting that by Theorem 0 there is, for large x, an integer m in the interval 
(y -z, x1 -x ] with P,(m) <.xX. The integer n = m[x/m] is in the interval 
(x-.K’-r , x] and has P,(n) < 2.x”. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. Let E > 0 be given. Pick an integer n with x’ -’ < 
n<2x1-A and P,(n) d x6, which is possible by Theorem 0. Now 
qx . 1 ’ <x/n Q xi. so one can find y with P,(y) < (x/n)’ 6 xi’ such that 
Hence 
while P,(ny) 6 MAX(x”, xiZ) 6 xl’ if E d iu. So .f(na) 6 if(a) + 1 - 1 -t 2.E. 
Letting E + 0 gives the result. 1 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let xr be the smallest rth power which is > N and 
consider 
s(a)=(x-a,)(x-az)...(x-a, .,) x+ C ai , 
( :_:) 
where a = (a, ,..., a, *) and for each j, we allow a, to run through the values 
jail < A,(x) with A,(.K) = cix”” for suitable positive ci which will be chosen 
to depend only on r. Throughout this proof all implied constants are 
permitted to depend on r and N is required to satisfy a finite number of 
constraints of the form N > N,(r). 
The proof is based on the easily verified fact that if for some j, a, is 
replaced by 1 + uj while all other uk are kept fixed then the value of s(a) is 
replaced by 
s(a)- n (x-uk) 
i 




We begin with the zero vector a = (a, ,..., a, _ 1 ) = 0, keeping uz = u3 = . . . = 
a,~,=O,andincreasinga,.By(3.1),asa,~a,+l,s(a)isdecreased bythe 
amount 
2u,xrp’ + 0(x’- 2). 
Hence for a”‘= (a,!, 0 ,..., 0) we have 
s(O)-$(a,)=2 “;’ x’~*+O(u,,x-*). 
( > 
Since 
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it follows that we can find a(” = (a,, , 0 ,..., 0) with 0 < a,, < A ,(.x) and 
Ods(a”‘)-N~2A,.u’~‘+O(x’~~‘), 
provided that cl > r”’ and N > N,(r). 
We now find a vector of the form 
a’” = (a,, , a12, 0 ,..., O), 
where a ?, =a,, -797, az2= 2m, for some integer m with 0 <m 6 $4,(x). By 
the choice of A,(x), A,(x) we have la,,1 <A,(x) (if N is large). If we 
replace m by m + 1 we have (a,, a,)-+ (a, - 1, a,+2) and from (3.1) a 
calculation shows the corresponding value of s(a) decreases by an amount 
equal to 
3ag’ 2 + o(xr ‘). 
provided a3 = a4 = = a, , = 0. If we assume that c: > tc, (and that N is 
sufficiently large) steps of this size will eventually carry s(a) below N for 
some m in the range 0 < m < &4 Jx) and so we can choose at2) as above 
with 
0,<s(at2’)- N< 3,4,(x) XI-’ + O(xr-*). 
To proceed to the general case we now assume that j < r and that we have 
chosen a(‘~ ” with a, _ l,k=O forj<k<r- 1, and such that 
O~s(a”-“)-N~jAj_,(x)x’-‘+O(x’-2). 
We now choose a”) with ajk = 0 for .j + 1 <k < r - 1, with ajk = a ,... l.k -m, 
for 1 <kbj- 1, and with a,,= jm, for some integer m with 
0 d m d (l/,j) A,(x). We have, for sufficiently large N, 
la,, I d A&) for l<k<j-1. 
It follows from (3.1) that as we replace m by m + 1, that is, as (a,,..., a,) + 
(a, - l,..., a, ~, - 1, a, + j), the corresponding decrease in s(a) is 
(j+ 1)0,x’ 2 + 0(x’ ‘). 
Provided that we assume that N is sufiiciently large and that 
then steps of this size will carry s(a) below N and so we can choose a’“’ as 
above with 
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Continuing until the end of the case j = r - 1, we complete the proof of 
Theorem 4. 1 
Remark. Note that by contrast to the set S2 of Theorem 4 the set 
S;= {k,k,: Ikz-k,l <;k;!2] 
has the property that there exist infinitely many integers x for which 
1.x - kj 3 !x”~ (3.2) 
for all ke ST. Indeed the elements of S,* cluster near squares of half- 
integers. Using the identity 
with m = k, + kz we have 
Since the jump between (m/2)’ and ((m + 1)/2)* is 3m, (3.2) follows. 
4. LOWER BOUNDS VALID FOR ALMOST ALL INTERVALS 
To prove Theorems 5 and 6 we shall use an argument of Motohashi 
[ 163 (also described in Ivic [ 11, Theorem 12.13]), modified by starting 
with the function 
P(s) = P(s; U. y) = 1 m-‘, (4.1) 
l!<“,S211 
PI(m) $ .L 
where U, y are parameters to be chosen later. 
Motohashi’s method involves estimating the average size of the weighted 
sums 
Z(t)=Z(r; u, v, y)= 1 w(n) 
r<n<t(l+ I/V) 
on the interval x d f <2x, where the weights w(n) are given by 
(4.2) 
w(n) = bv(n; U, y) = C log p. (4.3) 
,,=*p 
KJ<m<ZU 
PI(m) s .i 
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Here p denotes a prime, and V is a parameter to be chosen later. He 
bounds the mean square error of the difference of the sum I(t) from its 
“average value” (t/V) P( 1). He starts from the identity 
where 1 < U6.u, 1 < Vdx, and 
q= 1 -(logx)-“3-” 
and G(s) = C, (log p/p”( 1 - p”)) removes the prime power contribution to 
-[‘(s)/[(s), and the error estimate is derived using the bound ([‘/c)(s) = 
O(log x) for Re(s) 3 1 - (log X) 2’3 ‘, 1 6 Im(s) < x which is easily derived 
from the Vinogradov-Korobov zero-free region for c(s). Following 
Motohashi’s argument exactly we then obtain the basic inequality 
(4.4) 
We now commence the proofs. 
Proof of Theorem 5. We will use the basic inequality for various values 
of the parameters U, V, v. We will always choose x < t < 2x and 1 d V< x, 
I < U d X. We also choose U 2 4x1-v and note that this implies that 
w(n) = w(n; U, y) = 0 if P,(n) > y’, (4.5) 
when n d t( 1 + l/V). To see this note that for each prime p counted in w(n) 
one has 
Now since n = mp and P,(m) d y we infer that P,(n) ,< y. 
Now we relate the sums I( t; U, V, y) to Y(t + t/V, y) - Y(t, -v). We claim 
that for any series of values 
u, < u* < ... < Uk (4.6) 
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such that Ui 2 2U,-, we have 
i w(n; ui, y) d log 4x. (4.7) 
To verify this claim, note that the intervals [U,, 2Uj) for 1 d igk are all 
disjoint, hence for any prime p dividing n the integer m = n/p falls in at 
most one such interval, hence 
i w(n; u,, y) < c log p 6 log n d log 4x, 
i= I P I ‘Z 
proving the claim. Now (4..5), (4.6), and (4.7) imply that 
;$, 4cU;, K Y) <log 4 x( Y+++, y)- Y(t, 14). 
Now we make the choices y = xX and V= 4x1 ~ P and 
(4.8) 
u; = 2/myl ~ (314)/J for O<i<[t(log4x)]. 
Note the restriction ~12 j? implies that all Ui 2 4x/y = 4.x' -'. Our goal is to 
bound the left side of (4.8) outside of an exceptional set of “bad” t. To 
proceed, the basic inequality (4.4) gives 
for 1 < ib [II/2 log 4x]. Next we have the bound 




2 ( ) 




; (1 + O((log?r)-“Q 
where we used the estimate 
w, Y) = xp 
( > 
z (1 + o((logX)-“3))) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
valid for y 2 exp((log x)~/~), cf. [z, 91. 
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Now define the exceptional EX.,j(~) to be those m with 1 d m < x for 
which 
‘Y(m+mB,mz)- Y(m,m’)<&fip i xB 
0 




we have using (4.10) and (4.12) that if m is in E,(x) then 
Z(1; u,, v, .r)<(l +O((logx)~“‘))~~~(l, u,, y)), 
for m - f 6 t < m + f. Hence 
3(1 +o((logx))‘+ $1) 
( ) 
? IEi(X)l, 
for 1 < i< [(b/2) log 4x]. Combining this inequality with (4.9) and (4.10) 
yields 
/E,(x)1 .g,,., x’ -‘w’(‘og\-~-” &(log x)’ 
for 1 <id [(/I/2) log4x]. 
(4.13) 
Next we claim that if rnE [x, 2x] is not in any exceptional set E,(x) for 
1 6 i < [(p/2) log 4x] then m is not in the exceptional set E,J2x). To 





3-- ,:, W; Ui, K x7 
log 4x 
using (4.8), and if m is not in any E,(x) then (4.12) never holds so 
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and we then get 
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To continue, we bound the size of the exceptional set E,,(x) by breaking 
the interval [ I, x] into subintervals [2 ‘, 2 i + I ] for 0 < j d 2 log x and 
applying the resuit above to get 
y2 log xl [(/v2)log2'+~3 
IE,,/l G c 1 IJ5,(2’)1 
,=l i=O 
6w.p x 
I (~i2Klog.T)-'~'- ?(log x)ll 
< C(E, a, j3) x exp( - (log ?c)‘./~ 31’1), 
using (4.13). Replacing E by 2/3s completes the proof. i 
Proof qf Theorem 6. Let E*(x, y, 2) denote the exceptional set of m 
with 1 <m d x such that 
log X 
!P(m+z, y)- Wm, y)GAP log 2. 
( ) 
We set V= 2+x//= and apply the basic inequality (4.4) with CT, = 2’(,~/y) for 
0 d i < r = [$(log y/log 2)] to obtain 
1 2.Y - 
1 I x .li Z(t; ui, v, y)-+P(l; u;, y) ZQ 




w  -; (log .X)1.6) 
using the given bounds for y and Z, together with (4.10) and the estimate 
p(i)>exp(--zlogi) 
valid for 0 < c( < 1. Next recall that (4.8) asserts that 
Y t+;,y -Y(t,y)> 
( > 
& $ I(c ui, c Y) (4.14) 
r-l 
for x 9 t < 2x. NOW for x < m < 2x define m to be exceptional in set i if 
I(m; Uj, K y)<l; Pfl; U,, YX 
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and as in the proof of Theorem 5 for each i at most C,(E) x 
exp( - $(log x)“~) elements m in x 6 m 6 2x are exceptional in set i. Now if 
m is not exceptional in set i for any i using (4.14) we have 
Y(m + 2, y) - Y(m, y) 
where u = log .u/log v. We simplify this inequality further using the bound 
p(t) dt =; up(u). 
Hence (4.15) yields 
Y(m + 2, .v- Wm, y)>- 
log x 
161~g2(1+o((logx)-~l’))P - . 
( > log Y 
1 log x 
%p log z ( 1 
for x exceeding an absolute constant. Hence, m is not in the exceptional set 
E*(2x, y, 2). 
The proof is completed by breaking the interval [ 1, x] into subintervals 
Z, = [2kP ‘, 2k] and adding up the contribution of all elements m excep- 
tional in set i for interval I,. 1 
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